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Preface 

There are many products of electrical engineering develop

ment which because of the degree of their technical perfection 

and because of the great demand for the services they render, 

have found wide acceptance by the general public and therefore 

becomq commonplace. One example of this is the single-phase 

induction motor. 

The list of machines and home appliances to which these 

electric drives are applied continues to grow. Washing machines, 

refrigerators, stokers, oil burners, blowers, circulating and 

water pumps are but a few of the most common pieces of equip

ment which depend upon the single-phase induction motor for 

mechanical energy. Millions of these motors are in operation 

today, and the fact that they operate continuously for extended 

periods of time with few failures and very little supervision 

or maintenance is a tribute to the success of the design 

engineers and the motor manufacturers who produce them. 

Present trends indicate that the single-phase induction 

motor will be of greater economic importance in multi-motor 

machines of industry and in the still-growing home appliance 

field. This economic importance justifies continued research 

in theory of design and operation of this electric motoro 

There are steps in design procedure that may be improved; there 

are methods of analysis of performance that may be explored; 

there are unusual conditions of operation yet to be analyzed. 
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An interest in one of the unusual conditions of operation 

of the single-phase, capacitor-start induction motor led the 

writer to investigate the performance characteristics of this 

machine as a thesis project in electrical engineering. The 

results of the investigation show a method for predicting the 

generator character is tics of single-phase induction machines 

which draw their excitation from static capacitors. 
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GENERATOR CHARACTERIST res OF SINGLE='PHASE 
INDUCTION MACHINES WITH CAPACITOR EXCITATION 

Chapter I 

The General Problem of Self-excitation of Induction Machines 

The induction machine has for many years been of great in= 

dustrial importance as a means for converting electrical energy 

into mechanical energy. As a constant-speed driving source, it 

has been useful in a wide variety of applications. Its simple~ 

rugged construction and relatively good operating characteris

tics make it one of the most economical types of electric 

motors. 

The theory of operation and the general performance char-

acteristics of the induction machine as a motor have been 

thoroughly investigated and are relatively well unde·rstood by 

engineers who have worked with rotating electric machinery. 

The fact that this machine will also operate as a generator 

has been known since shortly after its invention by .Nickola 

Tesla in 1888. However, the details of its generator charac= 

teristics are not so well known. There has been little incen= 

tive to explore those characteristics, since only a few pract-

ical applications for them have been found. 

The fact that induction machines can operate as self-

excited generator~ seems to have been ignored by all but a 

few researchers. · Self-excitation is accomplished by means of 

static capacitors placed across the terminals of the machine. 

The technical literature contains a few papers which analyze 
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specific applications of this phenomenon in polyphase machines. 

Only passing_ reference·. is. made:·to .. the·: pc;,ssibillty.· of ;··similar, 

characteristics in single-phase machines. This thesis deals 

with applications of self-excitation in capacitor-start, 

single-phase machines. 

:Since the true single-phase motor has no startihg torque, 

several methods of starting have been devised and are in 

common use today. The method which employs an electrolytic 

capac'lt;or: .. and a "start" winding, in addition to the main wind

ing~ is perhaps most widely used to obtain high starting 

torque. The start winding is assembled into the machine in 

space quadrature with the main winding. The starting circuit, 

consisting of the capacitor in series with the start winding, 

is connected in parallel with the main winding. 

When voltage of correct magnitude and frequency is applied 

to the terminals of the machine, its rotor accelerates to ap= 

proximately 75 per cent of normal operating speed. At this 

point in the starting cycle, a centrifugally operated switch 

opens the starting circuit. The rotor continues to accelerate 

to normal speed, running as a true single-phase motor. ~he 

speed at which the starting circuit is opened during aceeler= 

ation is called "cut-out" speed. 

When the source of ale ctri.c power is removed from the ter= 

minals of the motor·, the rotor begins to decelerate. During 

deceleration, the switch in the starting circuit closes. The 

speed at which this occurs is called "cut-back" speed and de

pends upon the design of the centrifugal mechanism. "Cut-back" 
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speed is just below "cut-out" speed for most cantrifugally 

operated devices. 

With the supply voltage removed and the speed of the 

rotor less than "cut-back" speed, the main winding, the start 

winding, and the capacitor become a closed circuito If the 

capacitance is of sufficient magnitude, the conditions for in

duction generation may be satisfiedo Voltages and current may 

rise to values considerably higher than normalo 

Machines which utilize the self-excited generator charac

teristics n:a37e ,four.id comrnerc ial application o Under certain 

conditions these generator characteristics are found to be ob

jectionable and thus limit application of the machineo It is 

the purpose of this thesis to present a method for predicting 

the conditions under which self-excited induction generation 

may occur in single-phase machineso In the following discus

sion, such operation is referred to as "regeneration"o A 

method for obtaining the approximate values of voltages, cur

rent, and torque during regeneration is also presentedo 

.A study of this nature .can be justified both by its ap

plication to machines in commercial. use and by the fact that 

basic induction machine phenomena are more fully explored and 

understood. 

Single-phase, capacitor-start motors are used to drive 

machine tools where quick reversing or deceleration is impor

tanto Regeneration is used to provide braking torque which 

quickly reduces the speed to approximately 25 per cent of 

normal running speed • .Although regeneration is not maintained 
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below this speed, approximately 90 per cent of the rotational 

energy has been removed from the rotor. Where quick reversing 

is necessary, regeneration is used during the reversing cycle. 
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Capacitor-start motors are used to drive heists of limited 

lifting capacity. Regeneration is employed to prevent over

speeding of hoists when lowering a heavy overhauling load with

out electric power. Also, it is an effective safety device if 

the mechanical brake fails at a time when electric power is off. 

In s9me applicatipns the occurrence gf_regeneration is 

highly undesirable. Capacitor-start motors are used on auto

matic oil burners which are usually connected to a large amount 

of thin, sheet metal ductwork. If regeneration occurs during 

the deceleration of the motor, the pulsating torque causes an 

excessive vibration of the installation, resulting in undesir

able noises. If solenoids or other electrically actuated de

vices are connected in parallel with the motor, the voltage 

during regeneration can cause false operation. 

'I'he above examples are c i tad to show the importance of a 

method for predicting regeneration characteristics. It is 

hoped that the following analysis can form a basis for con

trolling design to obtain desired regenerative operation. 



Conventional Analysis of Polyphase Induction Machines 

It will be helpful in the analysis of the generator action 

in a single-phase induction machine to review the characteris

tics of the polyphase machine as a motor, generator, and brake. 

The polyphase machine consists essentially of the follow

ing components: (1) stator, made up of a laminated iron core 

containing slots into which the main, or primary, armature 

winding is assembled; (2) rotor, made up of a laminated iron 

core with a winding in slots on its periphery; (3) shaft, arid~ 

shields, bearings, and other mechanical parts. 

The conventional analysis of balanced polyphase machine 

performance is based on the idea of a magnetomotive force (mmf) 

of constant magnitude revolving at constant speed around the 
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air gap. This revolving magnetomot1ve force is produced by the 

simultaneous action of currents in two or more windings on the 

stator, physically displaced in space at an angle which depends 

upon the number of phases and poles. ~he windings must be sup

plied with currents which vary sinusoidally with time and which 

are displaced in time at an interval depending upon the number 

of phases. The direction of rotation depends on the phase se

quence of the applied voltages and the polarity of the windings. 

The speed of the field in the air gap is directly proportional 

to the frequency of the currents and inversely proportional to 

the number of poles. If the frequency is constant and the num

ber of poles fixed, a definite value cf ~peed results,-aridrthis 

value is known as synchronous speed. 



ns= 

where 

120 fl 
Pl ( l} 

ns synchronous speed in revolutions per minute (rpm) 

f 1 frequency in cycles per second (cps) 

Pi number of poles in stator armature winding 

For mathematical analysis, it has been found convenient to 

use the relative speed between the revolving field and the 

rotor instead of the actual rotor speed. The difference be-

tween synchronous speed and actual rotor speed is known as 

"slip". Slip can be expressed in terms of synchronous speed 

as follows: 

n - n s=-s __ _ { 2) 

where 

s slip 

n actual rotor speed in rpm 

If the rotor of the machine is not turning at the same 

speed as the revolving field, there is a relative speed be

tween the rotor conductors and the field. A voltage will 

therefore be generated in the rotor conductors, and the value 

of that voltage can be expressed as follows: 

e oC Blv ( 3) 

where 

e instantaneous electromotive force 

B flux density of magnetic field 

1 length of rotor conductor 
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v velocity of rotor conductor with respect to the field 



If the rotor circuit is closed, currents will flow. The 

physical force which is developed between the rotor currents 

and the revolving field produce a torque in the same direction 

as field rotation at all rotor speeds between standstill and 

synchronous speed. 

where 

F 0C Blir 

F ::::: force on the rotor conductor 

ir-:- current in the rotor conductor 

( 4) 

This force, acting at a fixed radius from the center line of 

the shaft, produces motor torque. The torque of a polyphase 

machine is constant with respect to time when the speed is 

constant. 
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At synchronous speed the rotor conductors have no relative 

motion with respect to the revolving field. Therefore, no cur

rents are induced in the rotor, and no torque is produced. 

Normal motor operation, then, is at a speed slightly below the 

speed of the field. 

Since motor operation is between synchronous speed and 

standstill, the values of slip which represent motor operation 

are between O and 1. If the rotor is driven in a direction 

opposite to the field rotation, the condition is represented 

by positive values of slip greater than 1. This is a condition 

of brake action, since the electromagnetic torque is in the 

direction of field rotation, but opposite to shaft rotation. 



If the rotor is driven at speeds above synchronism, the 

relative motion between the rotor conductors and the magnetic 

field is reversed. Rotor voltages, currents, and t-orques are 

also reversed. Because the actual rotor speed is greater than 

synchronous speed, the slip is negative. An induction machine 
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operating at a negative slip is known as an induction generator. 

Turning now to a more detailed analysis of the voltages, 

currents, and torques in the rotor winding, it will be noted 

that the frequency of rotor voltages and currents can be ex-

pressed in terms of stator values as follows: 

where 

f 2 frequency of rotor voltage and current 

Since equ&tion (1) gives the speed of the field with· 

respect to the stator, and 

is the speed of the field with respect to the rotor, then 

is the actual rotor speed. 

120 f 1 (l-s) 
Pl 

( 5) 

( 6) 

(7) 

When the rotor circuit is open and the rotor is at stand

still, (s = 1), the machine is electrically equivalent to an 

open-circuited, static transformer. Assuming that the rotating 

magnetic flux in the air gap is distributed sinusoidally, the 

effective, or root-mean-square (rms), value of the stator 



induced voltage is 

where 

E1 == rms volts per phase in stator winding 

N1 .. series turns per phase on stator 

(8) 

¢m !::::i maximum flux linking a full-pitch turn on stator 

Kp1- pitch factor of stator winding 

Kdl distribution factor of stator winding 

and the rotor induced voltage at standstill is 

where 

(9) 

E2 == rms volts per phase in rotor winding at standstill 

N2 == series turns per phase on rotor 

KP 2== pitch factor of rotor winding 

Kd ~ distribution factor of rotor winding 
2 

When the rotor is turning, the value of the rotor 

voltage is sl2 o 
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The usual form of the rotor winding is that of a squirrel 

cage, and this type of winding produces an effect equivalent to 

that of a wound rotor with the same number of poles and phases 

as the statoro When the rotor and stator have the same number 

of phases, the rotor voltage can be expressed in terms of the 

stator voltage in the manner of transformer equivalent values 
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using 

a (10) 

where 

a ratio of .transformation between rotor and stator. 

(11) 

where 

equivalent rotor voltage in terms of stator 

lf the rotor circuit is now closed and at standstill, 

( s = 1), then 

where 

· where 

E2 Ft E2 t:_i 2. 
I2 --- an _:_ 

Z2 R2+j:x;2 ,J R2+x2 R2 
2 2 

(12) 

I 2 ~ rms amperes per phase rotor current 

R2 - ohms per phase effective resistance of rotor winding 

x2 ~ ohms per phase leakage reactance of rotor winding 

at frequency t 1 , or 

(13) 

L2 == henrys per phase rotor leakage inductance. 

The frequency, f 2 , of the rotor voltage at any positive 

slip is given in equation (5), and the rotor leakage reactance 

is 21Tf 21 2 , or 

(14) 



When the rotor is turning ~t slip= s, the rotor voltage 

is sE2 and the current is 

11 

(15) 

Dividing numerator and denominator bys , 

(16) 

This equation implies that the rotor may be represented 

by the series circuit shown in Figo lo 

xz· 

J' ig O l 
Equivalent circuit of the rotor 
of a polyphase induction motor 

If E2 is constant, a vector diagram may be drawn to .re

present the current and voltage which are varying sinusoidally 

with timeo 



r 

l"ig. 2 

' I 
"D I 

I2.,...t,J1 
-g-

Vector diagram cf the rotor 
of a polyphase induction motor 

I 
I 

The heavy solid lines in l"ig. 2 represent E2 and r2 for 

a constant value of slipo The light solid line shows the 

circular locus of r 2 when slip is allowed to vary from - oc::, 

to +.c. 
'Fhe total power input to the rotor circuit is r! ~ !2) 

. Since the actual loss in the rotor circuit is r: R2 ., the 

remainder represents the electromagnetic power converted to 

mechanical form. 

The circuit of Fig. 1 can now be modified· to re·pre sent 

power lost and power developed. 
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Fig. 3 
Modified rotor circuit showing fictitious 

resistance which represents mechanical load 
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Substituting equation (16) into equation (1'7), the power 

developed is given in terms of rotor voltage, 

where 

ln rotation, power can be expressed as 

p 
dev --- T n 

'7.04 

Pdev = power developed in watts 

T torque in pound-feet 

T = '7 .04 
Pdev 

n 

• 

Substituting equation (7) and (18) in equation (20), 

T :c '7 004 
120 f.z. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 
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Often the torque of an induction motor is expressed py the 

term in parentheses of equation (21). The name of the unit of 

torque obtained by this expression is the "synchronous watt". 

The actual torque in pound-feet is 

T ?.04 
nsi 

times (synchronous watts) (22) 

'l'hus far in the analysis, it has been assumed that E2 was 

constant. Actually, there is a stator impedance voltage drop 

that causes ! 2 to vary, even when the terminal voltage of the 

machine is held constant. 'l'his effect may be analyzed by con

sidering the condition of stator input when the rotor is turn

ing at synchronous speed, (s=O)o From equation (15), sE2 

equals zero, and I 2 equals zero. Also by equation (16), as 

slip approaches zero, E._. approaches infinity, and the rotor 
s 

impedance approaches infinity. In the limit, the rotor circuit 

acts like an open circuit and I 2 equals zeroo 

The input to the stator under these conditions is equiva

lent to the input of an open-circuited transformer. The magnet-

izing current is much greater than that of a transformer because 

of the air gap between the rotor and stator. The power input 
2 

supplies stator copper losses, I 1 R
1

, and the iron losses due 

to the main flux. The equivalent circuit which represents this 

condition is shown in Fig. 4. 



where 

V, . I 

L "hi 

) 

·. :I, a..t .s::O .x,,, 

. . . Fig. 4 . 
Equivalent circuit of a polyphase indu~tion 
motor running at synchronous speed {s = O} . ~, 

I +· I ·. ,¢ · ·hte· {vector addition) 

I 1 rms amperes per phase stator current 

1¢ Magnetizing c;.mponent of. stator c·urrent 

I ··. · iron-ioss component of stator current 
h+e 

Im. vector sum of I¢ and Ih+e . 

(2,3) 

r fictitious resistance through which iron-loss 
m ) component of stator current, Ih+e, flows (Fig. 4 • 
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If the power component of the no-load current is neglected, 

then 

where 

~l 

• X· m 

, ohms .per. ph~se · effective resistance of stator· 
·winding .. 

-- ohms per phase leakage reactance ot stator 
winding at. frequency f 1 · 

(24) 

magnet.izing reactance. through JA!hich· the magnetiz-
. ingco.mpOnent of stator ·current, I~, flows ... 

volts per phase applied stator voltage. 



Fig. 5 
The vector diagram of a polyphase 

induction motor at synchronous speed (s•O) 
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The magnetizing component of the stator current, I¢, is 

ver1 large co~pared to the iron-loss component, lhte' because 

of the high reluctance ·o,r the air gap. Therefore• the machine 

at synchronous speed has a very low,lagging power-factor, It 

the .machine is allowed to develop power sufficient to overcome 

its own windage and friction losses, only a small in-phase 

component of current will be added to the input current, Then 

the induced stator voltage at no-load as a motor is 

(25) 

because the I 1R1 drop is almost perpendicular to v1 and has a 

negligible effect on the magnitude of E1 • 

The rotor voltage, E2 , is proportional to the stator volt

age, 1 1 , and therefore the magnitude of E2 varies with the mag

nitude and phase angle of I 1 • The stator current, r1 , varies 

with load and therefore the rotor voltage changes with load. 

If all of the values shown on Fig. 3 are expressed in 

terms of the stator by means of the ratio of transformation, a, 



the circuit components have the values shown in Fig. 6. 

X'.: a,..Xz.. 
2. 

R,.' ::. a. z. R1. 

Fig. 6 
Rotor circuit in terms of the stator 

R1.' (1;5) = 

~a.l<z. W-) 

A combination of the circuits in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 yields 

the exact equivalent circuit of the polyphase induction motor, 

Fig. ? • 

x, 

Fig. ? 
~xact equivalent circuit of 
a polyphase induction motor 
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This equivalent circuit derived from the revolving-field 

theory shows lumped machine constants in a network similar to 

the equivalent circuit of a two-winding transformer with a pure 



resistance load. Fig. 8 shows a vector diagram representing 

motor operation with a normal load. 

~. 

v, 

Fig. 8 
Vector diagram of a polyphase 

induction motor with a normal load 

...... J 

I 
I 

' I 
'~~I r,' 

i 
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The exact expression of developed torque in terms of ap

plied voltage is so~ewhat unwieldy, but a very good approximat

ion is as follows: 1 

T 

1 A.F.Puchstein and T.C.Lloyd, Alternating-Uurrent 
Machines, p. 251 

( 26) 
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'l'he constants for a 3-hp, 220-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 

4-pole induction machine are as follows: 

Rl 0.851 ohms per phase, x1 1.1 ohms per phase 

R' 2 0.589 ohms per phase, ' X2 1.1 ohms per phase 

rm=374.0 ohms per phase, Xm= 37.3 ohms per phase 

~ore loss (Ph+e) 42 watts per phase 

Friction and windage loss(Pf+w) 23 watts per phase 

The above constants are used in the exact equivalent cir

cuit of Fig. 7. Table I shows values of stator current, power · 

factor, power input, power output, and torque for various as-

sumed values of slip from plus two to minus two. The magnitude 

' of the air-gap voltage (E1 == E2 ) is also shown. Fig. 9 is a 

plot of torque, mechanical power, and air-gap voltage vs. slip. 

The most interesting points shown by the curves of Fig. 9 

are: 

(1) Maximum torque input of the machine running as a gen

erator is approximately 2.6 times the maximum torque output 

when operating as a motor. 

( 2) ' The air-gap voltage, (11 = E~), drops to approximately 

50 per cent of the applied voltage at slip equal to one and re

mains practically constant at all higher values of slip. 
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TABLE I 

Polyphase Induction Machine Characteristics 
3-hp, 220-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 4-pole 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Fower- Power-

20 

9 

Speed factor factor llect. Macho Torque Air-gap 
1!:£m ...... )~~S=l=ip..._C~u=r~r~e~n~t'---_a~n-g=l~e~~(~c~o~s~Q.~)~p~ow~e~r=-_p~o~w~~e~r:.-~l~b~.-fto voltage 

input input 
-1800 2o0 52.0 62°30 1 0463 3050 -750 2.84 

3.60 
57.5 
57.2 - 900 1.5 50.7 60°30' .492 3150 -471 

0 
360 
900 

1260 
1440 
1620 
1710 
1800 

1890 
1980 
2160 
2340 
2700 

3240 
3600 
4500 
5400 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

1.0 
0.8 
0.5 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.05 
o.o 

-0.05 
-0.1 
-0.2 
-0.3 
-0.5 

-0.8 
-1.0 
-1.5 
-2.0 

Motor action input output 
48.2 57• .545 3260 0 
47.0 53°30' .595 3530 321 
42.6 47•20 1 .678 3660 1015 
36.3 40° .767 3540 1680 
29.6 33°20' .837 3120 1890 
18.5 25°20' .905 2115 1615 
10.7 25° .906 1235 1055 
3. 3 84 ° 25' 0100 42 0 

Generator action output inpy.t 
11.6 150° -.866 -1273 -1507 
23.0 146.36' -.836 -2440 -3190 
43.4 125° -.574 -3160 -5410 
50.8 113•35, -.402 -2600 -6370 
56.9 gs• -.104 -1010 -5700 

57.7 
58.0 
56.8 
56.6 

87.18' 
s2· 
77•30, 
75 0 

.047 

.139 

.216 

.259 

input input 
345 -4500 

1025 -3700 
1560 -2990 
1860 -2650 

4.66 
6.18 
8.16 
9.29 
9 .13 
6.92 
4.25 
o.oo 

- 6.0 
-12.6 
-21.3 
-25.0 
-22.4 

-17.7 
-14.6 
-11.7 
-10.4 

58.2 
61.0 
68.3 
78.5 
89.0 

105.0 
114.0 
123.3 

130.2 
133.2 
123.0 
112.0 

91.4 

76.2 
70.3 
64o3 
62.4 

Positive speed is in the direction of the field rotation. 
Positive slip indicates rotor speed lower than synchronous 
speed. Negative slip indicates rotor speed greater than 
synchronous s~eed. 
Effective(rms) current magnitude 
Time angle between the current and the applied voltage 
Cosine of the angle between the current and the applied 
voltage 
Power in watts per phase. Positive power means that electric 
power is being supplied to the machine. 
Positive power is motor action . 
Mechanical torque is in the direction of rotation for motor 
action. It is opposite to shaft rotation for generator and 
brake a ct ion. 
Magnitude of E1 = Ez 
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One assumption,, which adds some_ error. but·~ greatly; simpli~ 

fies the circuit c_alculations; allows the magnetizing branch 

to be placed across the t.erminals of the machine as shown in 

l!' ig O , 10 0 
Xz.l 

-r ... · --'----
I .z.' :2. 

. . .l!'ig. 10 
.Approximate· equivalent circuit 
of a polyphase induction.motor 

If v1 is constant, ·a vector diagram representing the sin

usoidal currents and voltage can be drawn as in Jrig. 11. 

l:l1 ig O 11 

/ 

I 
, / 
/ 

' I '4./ I z:. (1e,-,.f) , 
-·._·· I 

/ 
/f-~(X1-t)(~) 

.,-.;;-.. ... . 
. 1:· ... . 

Vector diagram representing the approximate 
equivalent circuit of the polyphase induction motor 
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The locus of the tip of the current vector as slip varies 

from -~to+oe is again a circle. This fact is the basis for 

the familiar "circle diagram" which may be constructed from no

load and blocked rotor test data on a polyphase machine. 

Table II shows the characteristics cf a 5-hp, 1?50 rpm, 

220-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, NEMA Design A, Westinghouse Life

line motor from dynamometer tests. 

Table II 

Dynamometer 'l'ests on a 5-hp, 1?50-rpm, 220/440-volt, 
3-phase, 60-cycle, Westinghouse Lifeline Induction 

Motor, NID4.A Design A 

S~eed Slip 

uurrent 
at 220 
volts 

PoweP. 
factor 
angle 

Powez,
fa ct or 

Elect. 
po-war 
input 

Mech. 
power 
output 

Torque 
lb.-ft. 

0 
1500 
1580 
1650 
1690 
1?20 
1?30 
1?50 
l??O 
1?80 
1?92 
1802 

1810 
1820 
1830 
1850 
1860 
1885 
1900 
1930 
1950 

1.0 
0.16? 
0 .122 
0.083 
0.061 
0.044 
0.039 
0.028 
0.016? 
0.0111 
0.0045 
o.o 

-0.0055 
-0.0111 
-0.016? 
-0.028 
-0.033 
-0.04? 
-0.055 
-0.0?2 
-0.083 

83.0 

41.8 
33.2 
2?.2 
21.6 
l?.? 
14.1 
11.0 
8.44 
6.4 
5.92 

7.5 
9.1 

10.8 
14.9 
18 •. ? 
24.'2 

· 30.0 
3?.0 
40.5 

51.6° 

36 .5° 
32 .4 ° 
32. ? 0 

28.8° 
30 .4° 
32.8° 
37 .4° 
46 .5° 
65 .o· 
90 .o· 

119.5° 
128.5° 
135.o· 
140.8° 
142.0· 
143.0° 
140.4° 
139.4° 
136. 9° 

.620 

.805 

.846 

.843 

.8?9 

.864 

.842 

.797 

.690 

.421 

.ooo 

-.492 
-.622 
-.?08 
-.775 
-.?9? 
-.?99 
-.?70 
-.758 
-.730 

6533 

426? 
356? 
290? 
2408 
1942 
150? 
1117 

?39 
342 

0 
output 
- 46? 
- 720 
- 973 
-1467 
-1902 
-2458 
-2933 
-3560 
-3?43 

0 
2820 
2660 
2460 
2190 
1880 
1550 
1220 
8?5 
548 
181 

63 
input 
- 530 
- 829 
-1092 
-1660 
-2230 
-2990 
-3?30 
-4810 
-5350 

9.5 
13.2 
11.9 
10.5 
9.1 
?.? 
6.3 
4.9 
3.5 
2 .17 
0.72 

- 0.24 

- 2.06 
- 3.22 
- 4.2 
- 6.3 
- 8.4 
-11.2 
-13.8 
-1?.5 
-19.3 



Fig. 12 is a circle diagram of the same machine obtained 

from no-load and blocked rotor tests. Data from those tests 

are as follows: 
Power Voltage Power 

11 per factor Power- per per 
phase angle factor phase phase 

No-load 6.0 82.5• .131 127 100 
.!:Hocked rotor 83.0 51.8 • .618 127 6533 

R1 .46 ohms per phase at 25 C • 

R' 2 .4 ohms per phase at 25 c. 

xl = x2 = .7 ohms per phase at 60 cps. 

A plot of the locus of the tip of the current vector ob-

tained fron: the dynamometer tests is also shown. 

Table III 
Operating characteristics which may be 

obtained from the approximate circle diagram Fig. 12 

current 
Power factor 
Power input 
Power output 
Efficiency 
Torque 
Slip 
Stator copper loss 
Rotor copper loss 
Constant losses 
(Pw+f and Ph+e) 

Motor 
oe 

oa/oe 
ae 
de 

de/ae 
ce 

cd/ce 
be 
cd 
ab 

Generator 
of 

oa/of 
df 
af 

af/df 
cf 

cd/df 
be 
cd 
ab 

24 
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vonventional Approach to Single
phase Induction Motor Performance 
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The stator of a single-phase motor, ~aving only one wind-

ing, is capable of producing a magnetomotive force in only one 

space axis of the air gap. With a sinusoidal distribution of 

conductors in the slots of the stator, th~ practical machine 
,i··.:·l 

can be made to have very nearly sinusoidal distribution of mmf 
:·\ .'{' ' .,;'.'°.,\,;\ ·:r:;,:,c;_ :· .. ,',. ' ' 

ana' flux in it's air gap/· .Assume· the s'ihgle-phase stator flux 

to be sinusoidally distributed in space, and varying sinusoidally 

in time. Then if 2T is the wave length of the space distribut-
2 

ion,· the flux may be. represented by 

¢ r1. sin TTX cos w t l'lmax ~ (27) 

¢~ax [sin ( -¥x ·- w t ) + sin ( ~x +u> ~ ( 28) 

where 

stator pole pitch 

instantaneous value of the air-gap flux 

maximum value of the air-gap flux 

3 .1416 

'.x distance around the air gap from reference point 
(variable) 

W · angular velocity ( 2 TT f) 

t time (variable) 

!. L.V. Bewley, Alternating Current Machinerz, pp.195-196 
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Equation (28} says that the instantaneous value of the 

field along the axis of the stator winding is made up of the 

sum of two equal and constant quantities revolving in opposite 

directions at the same angular veloci.ty. trhe constant magni

tude of the revolving quantities is ,one-half of the. maxim.um· 

magnitude of the original alternating field. .A vector diagram 

of this concept is shown in Fig. 13 • 

.B'ig. 13 
Veotor diagrams representing a stationary· 
al te rna t 1ng field by means of two equal 
fields revolving in opposite directions 

. ' 
The effeots of eaoh of the revolving fields' may be oon-

eidered separately, µsing the same approach ,as wu .deve1lb:peq. 

for the polyphase machine. Tb.is method of analysis of the 

single-phase machine is called the double-revolving-field 

me.thod. Another prominent theory which explains single-phase 

induction motor operation is called the cross-field theory. 

Other methods of explanation are possible, but none of them 

have received full mathematical treatment. 
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When the rotor of the single-phase machine is at stand

still, the voltage induced in the rotor winding is due only to 

single-phase transformer action. If the 'winding is short

cirouited, rotor current will flow.·· 'l'he rotor .mmf will be in 

the same space axis as the stator mmf and will oppose it. 

Analyz.ing this condition by the 1double-revolving-f>1.eld method 

yi~lds a solution of equal and-opposite torques due to the two 

fields. No resultant torque is produced at standstill. 

As therrotor speed increases, the value of torque due to 

the forward field increases, while that due to the backward 

fi.eld decreases. The average resultant t.orque is in the direc-

t.ion of rotation, tending to accelerate .the machine. This con-.. 
dition may be represented by the action of two magnetic fields 

of different magnitudes .revolving in opposite direction at the 

same angular velocity. Fig •. 14 shows a series of vector dia

grams representing the effect at approximately one-half syn-

chronous speed. 

~ 

.:~ .• , 

· Fig. 14 
Vector diagrams representing a revolving 

.. "elliptical" field by mea:.ns of two unequal 
fields revolving in opposite dire ct ions 
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Note that the locus of the tip of the resultant flux 

vector is an ellipse. 'l'his type of rotating magnetic field is 

often referred to as an "elliptical" field.~ The average speed 

is synchronous speed, but the instantaneous angular velocity 

changes. The magnitude of the field also changes at a frequency 

which is twice the frequency of the stator voltage. 'l'hus the 

rotor voltage and current are made up of components due to both 

the forward and backward fields. The current due to the forward 

field has a frequency of sf1 , while the current due to the 

· backward field has a frequency of (2-s)f1 • Although the average 

resultant torque is in the direction of rotation, it pulsates 

at a frequency (2-s)f1 • Under certain operating conditions, 

its instantaneous value may even be in the direction opposite 

to rotation. 

When the rotor of the single-phase induction machine is 

near synchronous speed, the effect of the backward revolving 

field upon the air-gap flux is greatly reduced. The resultant 

revolving field, due to the combined effect of stator and 

moving rotor, is almost "circular". 

3 A stator which has two windings displaced 90° in space, 
supplied with two equal currents displaced 90° in time, pro
duces a "circular"field. If any one of these conditions is 
not satisfied, an elliptical field results. Practically, all 
single -phase machines rely on the action of an elliptical field 
during the starting cycle. 



The equivalent circuit of the single-phase motor which 

evolves from the double..-revolving-field analysis is shown in 

.Fig •. 15. 

Fig. 15 
Exact equivalent 'circuit of 

the single-phase induction machine 

..5-
~:. 

A comparison .between Fig. 7 and Fig. 15 shows the terms 
. ·. . I , -

that ¥J.USt be added to the polyphase circuit to represent the 

effects of the backward revolving field for single-phase 

operation~ 

30 

Note that only one-half the value of rotor impedance com

ponents is assigned to each of the fictitious rotors. The no-

load or magnetizing current is therfore approximately twice the 

. value re q.uired for polyp.l:;i.ase operation with equivalent machine 
' ' ~ . 

· con~tants. / 



The :constants for a. !'-hp, 110-volt, 60-eycle, single

phase, 4-p~le, induction machine are as follows: 

R1 1.86 ohms, X1 .,__ 2.76 0hms 

R' /2 ...-- 1.78 ohms. x2/2 1.28 0hms 2 

rm assumed infinite, Xm/2 == 26.8 ohms 

:eh+e neglected, :ef-rw 13.~ watts 

The ab eve constants are used in the equivalent circuit 

. 31 

of 

Fig. 15. Table IV shows values of stator current, power-factor, 

powe·r input, ·power 'output, ·terque, "f·crrward" rotor voltage, and 

"backward'' rotor voltage for various assumed values of speed 

from standstill to three times synchronous speed. Since the 

forward field for one rotation becomes the backward field for 

eyposit·e ·Totation, the curves are symmetrical about the axis of 

zero speed. It is sufficient to complete caloulations for 
·-·-~ (; r. ..' 

positive i:nips_ from zero to one, and for negative slips from 
" I .' , ... ~ • I 

zero to'· mi.Au·~ two. Fig. 16 is a plot of torque, mechanical 

power, and rotor voltages versus slip. 

The most interesting points shown by the curYes 0f Fig. 16 

\(1) Maximum torque of the machine running as a generater 

is approximately three times the maximum torque when operating 

as a motor. 

(2) The voltage across both the .forward and backward rotor 

"··circuits drops to approximately JO per cent of the applied 

voltage at s ·= 1. 

(J) At synchronous speed, the voltage on the forward 

rotor is approximately 85 per cent of the applied voltage 
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. w,hile the v-eltage 0n the backward rotor is only five per cent of 

the applied voltage. 

(4) When the slip is approximately 0.15 negative, the 

voltage en the forward rotor reaches its maximum value of 95 

per cent of the applied voltage. As slip increases negatively, 

this voltage again decreases, approaching 30 per cent of the 

applied voltage in the limit • 

. C5) When the negative slip reaches 0.5, the voltage on the 

backward rotor increases from its minimum value to approximately 
. 

30 per cent of the applied voltage. lt remains practically con-

stant at this value as the slip becomes increasingly nega~ive. 

The complete equation of the current of a single-phase 

induction machine is quite cumbersome, but with algebraic ma~ 

nipulation it e~n be reduced to a form which may be recognized 

as a circle" 4 Fig. 17 ,shews the locus ef the tip of the current 
· . ._ .-. 

veo·tor for the machine mentioned above. These values were ob-

tained by the step-by-step method, assuming various v.alues ef 

slip. 

4 A 0 s. Langsdorf, Theory of Alternating Current llfachinery,. 
pp. 668-671, and 678-680. 



SQeed SliE 

o:~ 1.0 
360 0.8 
900 0.5 

1260 0.3 
1440 0.2 
1620 0.1 
1710 0.05 · 
1800 o.o 
1890 -0.05 
1980 -0.1 
2160 -0.2 
2340 -0.3 
2'700 -0.5 

3240 -0.8 
3600 -1.0 
4500 -1.5 
5400 -2.0 

Table IV 

Single-pha~ induction machine characteristics 
i-hp, 110-volt, 60-cycle, 4-pole, single-phase 

Power Power 
Jae tor factor E le ct . Me ch • Torque 

Forward 
rotor 

Current angle (cos e) 120-wer 12ower lb • .:.ft. voltage 

45.5() 
input output output 

15. 3 .700 1178 0 0 32.2 
14.8 45.0° .707 1150 25 0.49 36 .2 
13.4 41.6° .747 1102 180 1.41 47.5 
11.0 3'7 .o? .800 968 362 2.02 62.4 
8.7 36 .o<> .810 779 385 1.88 71.5 
5 .. 8 41.0() .755 482 316 1.37 84.0 
4.4 53.8° .591 287 190 Q.78 90.0 
3.6 87 • o? .053 24 - 24 -0.094 96.0 

output input input 
5.0 115.0° -.423 - 233 - 336 -1.25 101.0 
'1. 2 126.0() -.588 --.465 - '730 -2.59 105.0 

12.5 123.0() -.531 - 731 -1548 -5.03 102.5 
16.6 113.1° -.392. - 716 -2180 -6.55 94.0 
20.2 9?.0° -.122 - 268 -2310 -6.05 '71.6 

input 
21.1 85.0° .087 202 -2110 -4.60 51.8 
21.3 81.8° .145 340 -1990 -3.89 45.0 
21.0 76.2° .239 552 -1750 -2.73 35.0 
20.9 73.8° .280 645 -1630 -2.13 31.2 

Backward 
rotor 
voltage 

32.2 
28.1 
22.2 
17.4 
13.3 
8.7 
6.6 
5.3 

7.3 
10.'7 
18.l 
23.8 
29.0 

29.0 
28 .. 6 
2'7.5 
27.2 

vi 
vi 
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Chapter II 

Self-excited Polyphase Induction Machines 

It has long been known that an isolated polyphase machine 

can operate as a self-excited generator under certain conditions. 

Mr. C. Fo Wagner explains why there has been a lack of interest 

in the characteristics of such operation until fairly recently. 

nThe reason for th:is pau.ci ty; of ,'paje.rs and articles 
lies in the relative minor practical importance of the 
subjecto However, the increased use during the past few 
years, of capacitors for power-factor correction, has 
placed a new aspect upon this problem. If the power supply 
to an induction motor is disconnected, the inertia of the 
conne cte.d rotating load tends to continue the rotation of 
the armature. The extent to which this occurs is dependent 
upon the nature of the load and in certain cases the arma
ture may continue to rotate for seconds or minutes.· In 
addition, applications are known in which gas or gasoline 
motors are connected to the same shaft with the induction 
motor and the utilization device, so that, in the event of 
the removal of the electric-power source, the armature can 
actually increase in speed and remain at the increased 
speed until manual readjustments are made. With capacitors 
connected across the terminals of induction machines which 
have been disconnected from the electrical source and in 
which the armature continues to rotate.:,; the value to which 
the terminal voltage :,:will rise due to self-excitation is 
dependent upon the speed, value of the capacitor, and load. 
With the regulatory function of the power source removed 
the terminal voltage may rise to dangerously high voltages -
dangerous with regard to human life or dangerous with regard 
to insulation breakdown. Parallel-connected lights might 
also burn out with but a nominal increase in voltage. It 
may be seen, therefore, that this problem has been removed 
from one of purely academic interest to one of practical 
importance." 1 

1 u. F. Wagner, PBelf Excitation'oLindtiction,Motors"~ 
A.I.E.E. Transactions, Vol. 58 (February, 1939), pp. 47-51~ 
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The problem of dynamic braking of polyphase machines by 

self-excitation was analyzed by Srinivasan and Thomas in 1947.2 

Since the theory of generation in polyphase induction 

machines presented in the above references can be used as a 

basis for analysis of- generation in single-phase machines, the 

pertinent information recorded in those papers will be reviewed. 

The conventional equivalent circuit of the polyphase in-

duction motor as shown in Fig. 7 is used as a basis for the 

analysis. The copper loss in the rotor circuit is neglected. 

'!'he impedance of the magnetizing branch is assumed to vary in 

accordance with the saturation curve of the machine. 

"The particular volt-ampere characteristic for any 
motor will depend upon the saturation of the iron of that 
machine. 'l'he wave form of the vo 1 tage is nearly sinusoidal 
and little error is introduced by such an assumption. The 
frequency is assumed to be that determined by speed alone 
without regard to slip. This will introduce considerable 
error at low voltages where the generator action is disap
pearing, but does permit a simple graphical solution for 
the operating conditions. A more exact method based on a 
cut and try solution is available if thought necessary ••• 
The very considerable tolerance in the capacitance of ca
pacitor units makes a simple solution sufficiently accurate 
for the purpo~e of specifying the capacitors for a given 
application." 

2 .A. Srin..ivasan and M • .A. Thomas, "Dynamic Breaking by 
Self-Excitation of Squirrel-tiage Motorsn, .. .A.I.E.E. Transactions, 
Vol. 66 (1947}, pp. 145-148. 
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With the above assumptions, the equivalent circuit reduces 

to the approximate form shown in Fig. 18. 

X, 

C V,=I,X~ 

Fig. 18 
Approximate equivalent circuit for 

the determination of operating conditions 

Assuming a perfect capacitor, the current Ic will lead the 

voltage by 90 degrees as shown in the vector diagram of Fig~ 19. 

Then the generated voltage 1 1 may be expressed as: 

El 

or approximately 

(29) 

(30) 

because the I 1 R1 drop is perpendicular to V 1 and has a neg

ligible effect upon the magnitude of E1• 

I, =-1.c 

Fig. 19 
Vector diagram of a capacitor

excited induction generator at no-load 
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In general, the induced voltage in the armature winding 

of a rotating machine is a function of flux and rotor speed. 

(31) 

or 

¢ (32) 

The flux is a function of the magnetizing current, and 

therefore 

(33) 

If the values of the effective resistance, R1 , and the 

leakage reacta.nce, x1 , are kp.own, the induced (air--gap) 

voltage, E, 1 , may be determined from readings of input voltage, 

current, and power when the machine is running at no-load as a 

.motor. A plot of current versus induced voltage yields a sat-

uration curve for the speed at which the test is taken. 

'The impedance of the capacitor is 

X l (34) 
C 2 -rr rp 

where 

ohms capacitive reactance of capacitor 

capacitance of capacitor in farads 

Then 

(35) 

where 

Ic rms amperes through capacitor 
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If the effect of slip upon the frequency of the generated 

voltage is neglected, then 

Substituting equation (36) into equation (35) 

I 
C 

(3&) 

(3?) 

Equation (3'7) can be made a function of v1/n by multi

plying numerator and denominator by n. 

I (38) 
C 

Note that both equations (25) and (30) give the stator 

induced voltage and that 

V 1 ~ E1+ I 1X1 {39) 

in both no-load motor and no-load generator operationo 

It is therefore possible to use the plot of terminal voltage 

versus current obtained from no-load tests as a generator or 

a motor to obtain the saturation curve which is the basis for 

predicting generator characteristics. For greater utility the 

saturation curve should be plotted as a function of v1/no 

{40) 

If p1 , n, and Care constant, then equation {38) is a 

straight line when plotted on the no-load saturation curveo 

The intersection of the straight line and the saturation 

curve yields a graphical solution to the simultaneous equations 
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(38) and (40). This solution is the steady-state operating 

condition of current and voltage for the given speed and 

capacitance. 

Table Vis the results of a no-load, running-free test on 

the 5-hp, 1?50-rpm, 220-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, Westinghouse 

Lifeline motor to which previous reference has been madeo Fig. 

20 is a saturation curve for the same machineo Several straight 

lines, representing the solution of equation (38) for different 

values of ca.pacitance are also shown. The particular values 

which represent rated voltage conditions at rated speed should 

be noted. 

Also shown on Table V and Fig. 20 are results of a test 

on the machine when driven at 1800 rpm and excited with capac

itors. The saturation curve for the generator follows the 

curve obtained from the motor no-load test very closely. 

Equation (38) may be written ~s follows 

120 1 • • I 
~ C 2 trp1 ni;,C (41) 

Differentiating equation (41) with respect to Ic yields 

the slope of the line. 

d c~-
0 

dIC 

1 

n2c 
(42) 

The slope of the line varys inversely as the capacitance 

and inversely as the square of the rotor speed. 



Table V 

No-load saturation data on a 5-hp, 1750-rpm, 
220-volt, 3-_phase, 60-cyole, Westinghouse 

Life line Motor . 

, 1.Motor (no~loa<l) Generator (1800 rpm) 
-C per 

v5 per I1 per v1 per phase VJ per IE per 
p ase phase rpm (micro- p ase. l ase 
. lvolts) 1amps), ~ vol tsl farads} (voltsl_am!:!s) 

46.2 1.8 0.0256 93 71 .6. 2.7 
53.3 2.1 0.0296 99 102.5 4.2 
57.8 2.3 0,0321 114 123.0 5.6 
63,l 2.5 0,0351 129 134.0 6.9 
69.6 2,7 0,0387 135 139.0 7.7 

1/7501 2.9 o.041e 153 145.0 . 8.9 
80.l 3.2 0.0445 159 147.0 9.4 
87.0 3.4 0.,0484 

104.0 4.2 0~0579 
115.0 4.8 0,0639 
123.J; 5,6 0,0885, 
127,0 6.0 0.0707 
133,5 8.8 0,0741 
139,6 7,6 0,0776 
145,6 a.a 0.0809 
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v1 per 
rpm 
ivolts) 

0.0398 
0.0570 
0.0684 
0.0745 
0.0772 
0.0806 
0 .0816 
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The power delivered to the machine during regeneration 

must be sufficient to supply friction and windage loss, iron 
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' ' I 2 R 1 · · 2 loss, stator w1nd1ng 1 1 oss, and rotor w1nd1ng I 2 R2 losso 

Friction and windage loss .for rated speed may be obtaine.d from 

the standard no-load saturation testo The equivalent retarding 

torque may then be calculatedo To obtai.n the values of fric

tional torques at other speeds, a dynamometer test may be ad

visable o 

Iron loss as a function of vcltage at rated frequency is 

also obtained from the no-load saturation testo However, in 

applications of regeneration in~olving braking action, or de

celeration, the frequency and flux density of the magnetic ' 
. . 

field may vary through wide re:nge so Iro.n loss is made up of 

hysteresis loss and eddy current loss, each of which varies 

with frequency and flux density as shown in equation {43)o 

p P +P. ."'I 

h+e h . a 

Blo6 2 2 
l?h - fl p f B (43) - a 1 

.. No-.load saturation tests at several different frequencies 

may be necess~ry to obtain the effect of the individual oom

ponentso From a family of· curves, the total loss may be ob

tained at various frequencies and flux densitieso The total 

iron loss may become an appreciable part of the total loss if 

the flux density rises to a high valueo It will be shown that 

high voltage and flux. density are not uncommon in some appli

.. cations of self--exoited generation. 
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. 2 
The stator r1 R1 loss is readily calculated from the cur-

rent obtained in the graphical solution of equations (38) and 

(40) for the particular speed and capadity being consideredo 
2 Rotor I 2 R2 losses are neglected since slip is assumed neg-

li~1hllathroughout this method of analysiso 

For steady-state operation the summation of the retarding 

torque caused by the above losses must be overcome by some con

tinuous driving source. If no source is present, the torque 

will decelerate the revolving masso Problems involving decal-

eration time are solved using the rotational equations from 

mechanic so 

T (44} 

where 

J.. =moment of inertia 

ex =rotational acceleration 

When oc. is in terms of speed and time, equation (44) may 

be written as follows: 

T = ...J:.. 
K 

dn -· dt 
(45) 

The above differential equation may be solved by separating 

the variables and integratingo 

A graphical integration process may be necessary when 

is not readily expressed in simple mathematical terms as a 

function of no 

(46) 

1 
T 
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Chapter III 

Se lf-exci tat ion of Single :;,.phase Induct ion .Machines 

In the analysis of generator action of a single-phase in-

duction machine with capacitor excitation, the following as-

sumpt ions are made o 

1. Voltages and currents vary sinusoi~ally with time. 

It has been shown that capacitor-excited machines de-

velop a voltage which is very nearly sinusoidal with re
l 

spe ct to time o Unless extreme sat ura ti on is present~ the 

current also approximates a sine waveo 

2o .All machine impedances, except the magnetizing react-

ance, are lumped, linear constants. 

Even though machine impedances actually vary with 

different operating conditions, any attempt to introduce 

the effects of such variation would so complicate the 

. problem as to make its solution practically impossible. 

In most conventional analyses, this assumption is made. 

3. 'l'he magnetizing reactance, Xm, varies in accordance 

with the saturation curve of the machine. 

It is not difficult to obtain the value of Xmas a 

function of voltage if the no-load saturatiori curve (motor 

or generator) is available. When it is necessary to rely 

upon,design data for the value of Xm, not onlr must the 

1 IL D. Bassett and F. M. Potter, "Capacitive li:xcitation 
for Induction Generators", Electrical jfn.gineerin_g, Vol. 54 
(May, 1935), pp. 540-5450 
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B-H curve for the iron be known, but also the dimensions 

of the magnetic circuit must be availableo Since stable 

operation with self-excitation depends upon saturation of 

the iron circuit, it is imperative that the effects of 

saturation upon the value of magnetizing reactance be 

known. 

4. The effect of slip upon frequency is negligible. 

A study of the curves of slip versus torque near 

synchronous speed in Fig. 16 shows that slip varies much 

less for generator operation than for motor operation. 

In machines with relatively low rotor resistance, the 

error introduced by neglecting the effect of slip upon 

frequency is small. 

5. The eicitation capacitor has no power loss. 

The capacitors used for power-factor correction and 

other continuous-duty operations are designed for extreme

ly low loss, and no noticiable error is introduced by as

suming a perfect capacitor. However, the capacitors in 

starting circuits of single-phase motors are electrolytic 

capacitors, designed for high capacity with minimum volume. 

They are rated for intermittant duty and have a relatively 

low safety factor on voltages higher than rated value. 

Capacitors rated at twenty-five to sixty cycles per second 

and 110-220 volts have a power-factor angle of approxi

mately eighty-six degrees and a power factor of 0.07. 

6. The effect of iron loss upon the magnitude of 

voltage and current is negligible. 
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At voltages near the rated voltage of the machine, 

little error is introduced by this assumptiono At high 

voltages where the magnitude of the third harmonic in the 

exciting current due to saturation may be appreciable~ 

additional error is possibleo 

The actual iron loss will be accounted for as an 

additional input after all other calculaticns are completedo 

7. The effect of the backward revolving field may be 

represented as a' constant, lumped, linear impedanceo 

80 ~he copper loss in the rotor circuit may be neg-

le cted o 

This assumption iµ,troduces some error at high values 

of slipo A "cut-and-try" process may be used to solve a 

circuit which includes the "forward rotor" components, but 
2 

it will not be considered here. 

2 C. F. Wagner, £1?..! cito, po 490 
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With the above assumptions~ ··the equivalent circuit of" Figo 

t· ·· .·15 may be simplified for generator act.ion to. that shown in 

Fig. 21. 

1 . · I 

Fig. 21 
Approximate equivalent circuit of a 

single-phase induction generator with capacitor excitation 

The impedance of the backward field is represented by the 

components, Rb and Xb' which may be added to the components of 

the stator impedance. With this addition, the circuit of Fig. 

21 becomes similar to the circuit used in the delilelopment of the 

theory of self-excitation in polyphase machines. The magnetiz= 

i.ng current which must flow is approximately twice the value 

required for polyphase operation w:~th equivalent machine con= 

stants. It has been shown that the single-phase motor also 

requires approximately twice the magneti~ing current of equi= 

valent polyphase machines. 

Referring again to equations (25) and (30), it is seen 

that either the air-gap voltage or the terminal voltage ob= 

tained from the no-load motor saturation test may be used for 
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determining the self-excited generator voltage for steady-state 

operationo When the saturation curve is plotted as v1/n versus 

r 1 , the straight lines obtained bf equation (38) may be used to 

obtain the operating point for a particular speed and capaci~ 

tancao Whan the current has been determined, the power input 

may be found by a summation of copper, iron, and frictional 

losses. The retarding torque can then be calculated. The· 

· speed-torque curve may be plotted using a step-by-step method 

assuming differant values of speed for each step. For determin

ing time, equations (43), (44}, and (45) may be used. 

It has previously been pointed out that the most important 

applications of self-excited induction generation involve decel

eration or dynamic braking. Some writers have suggested that 

self=excited induction generator characteristics are suitable 

as a source of steady-state, sine-wave voltage. 3 The· apove 

theory can be used for predicting the operating conditions for 

both applications. A, series of tests have ·been completed on a 

1/4-hp, single-phase, capacitor-start motor to show the corre

lation between calculated data and actual performance during 
,· 

transient as well as steady-state operation. 

3 E. D. Bassett, and Fo M. Potter, 1bid, p 542. 
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Te st s and Results 

A 1/4-hp, 1725-rpm, 115/230-volt, 60-cycle, single-phase, 

capacitor-start motor manufactured by Rcbbins and Myers, Incos 

Springfield, Ohio, was selected for performance tests of single

phase generator operation with capacitor excitation. Certain 

features of the construction of this machine affect its per

formance as a generator, therefore a rather complete descrip

tion is deemed advisableo 

The frame number is KL F56 and the serial number is 

MB 89287o It is of open construction and is rated for contin

uous duty with a normal temperature rise of 40° Co 

The stator has an outside diameter of 6.000 inches and an 

inside diameter of 3.876 inches with an .active core length of 

2o500 incheso There are 36 slots, and each of the four poles 

ot the main winding has four concentrically wound coilso The 

inner coil has 33 turns and s.pans three tee th; the second coil 

has 52 turn and spans five teeth; the third coil has 64 turns 

and spans seven teeth; the outer coil has 33 turns and spans 

nine teetho The 230-volt rating is accomplished by placing all 

four poles in series. The total effective number of turns for 

the 230-volt connection is 149. For 115-volt rating~ opposite 

poles are connected in series and the two pairs of poles are 

connected in parallelo The total effective number of turns for 

the 115-volt connection is ?4o5o Hereafter this connection will 

be referred to as the 115-volt main windinga 

Each of the four poles of the start winding has three 
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concentrically wound coils, the .inner coil having 20 turns and 

spanning four teeth, the middle coil having 40 turns and span

ning six teeth, the outer coil having 40 turns and spanning 

eight teetho The total effective number of turns is 86080 'Vhe 

four poles are connected in series and this winding is connected 

in series with an electrolytic capacitor and a centrifugally 

operated swit.ch o The capacitor has 145 microfarads capacitance 

and a voltage rating of 110 volts (rms) at 60 cycle, intermit

tent dutyo The starting circuit is connected across the motor 

terminals for 115-volt operationo For 230-volt operation, it 

is connected in parallel with only one pair of the main poleso 

The centrifugal mechanism opens the starting circuit during 

acceleration for all speeds above 1200 rpm. During deceler

ation, the starting circuit is closed by the mechanism for all 

speeds below 1000 rpmo Figo 22 shows a connection diagram for 

both low voltage and high voltageo 

The rotor has an outside diameter of 30845 inches which 

provides an air gap of 00015 incheso There are 48 slots and 

the rotor winding is a cast-aluminum squirrel cageo The bars 

of the rotor cage are skewed slightly more than one rotor slot 

pitcho The moment of inertia of the rotor about the axis of 

normal rotation was obtained by measuring its period of oscil

lation when suspended by a calibrated wire and found to be 

ol46 pound-feet 2 o 



1 5 V 

Main-# II 

Red 

Capacitor: 145°'-f., 110v 
~entrifugal Mechanism 
cuts out at 1200 rpm, 
cuts back at 1000 rpmo 

To reverse rotation 
interchange T5 and 
Black leadso 

(b). Low voltage 

D 
0 

'----...--.J-1 C 

QB 

(a) 

2 0 V 

Black 

( c) High voltage 

Figo 22 .· 
Connection diagrams for a Robbins and Myers 
i-hp, 1735-rpm, 115/230-volt, 60-cycle, 
single-phase, capacitor-start induciion motor 
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Before testing the machine for se lf-e:x:cite d genera tor char

acteristics, the standard motor no-load and blocked-rotor tests 

were runo ~achine c,onstants for the equivalent circuit were 

calculated for various connections of the main and start wind

ingso Table VI shows the machine constants for the connections 

of main and start windings that may be encountered during motor 

or generator operationo 

Dynamometer tests were run for normal motor performance and 

also for generator action with the excitation supplied from a 

source of rated voltage and frequencyo Table VII shows the data 

from a dynamometer test using the 115-volt connection. Fig. 23 

shows the performance characteristics for both motor and gener

ator action. 

Table VIII (a) shows the data from the motor no-load test 

using the 115-volt connection. Fig. 24 is a plot of the satu

ration data of Table VIII. 

Table IX (a) shows the data from a motor no-load test with 

the 115-volt main winding in series with the start winding. 

Fig. 25 is a plot of the saturation data of Table IXo 

The series connection of main and start windings is import

ant because it is the circuit which is effective fer producing 

generator action when the motor is rotating at speeds below 

1000 rpm during deceleration. 

Referring to Fig. 22 (c) it can be seen that for the 230-

volt connection only one main winding will be in series with the 

start winding for generator action during normal decelerationo 



Table VI 

Blocked·..;rotor data ana Impedance values· of· a Robbins 
and t:ye rs i-hp; l ?25-rpmll 115/230-vol ts ll 60-cycle, 
single-phase, capacitor-start induction motor 

Winding and Connect ions Blocked rotor 
Voltage Current Power 

Impedance components 
·. , ., _, . ( ohms } 

:gl-- R2 r X1 X2 {volts) {amps) .{watts.) 

Main windings 
No. I (red) 9508 8.85 580 3.56 
No. II (yellow) 96o0 8.83 585 3.56 
I & II in series 
(230.,-volt conn.) 182.0 '7.50 940 ? .-10 
I & II in parallel 
(ll5<e>volt conn.) 99o5 . 16018 1160 a .lo-'78. · 

Start winding 100.0 9.50 805 5.04 

Main I & Start in series 13505 6.33 648 8.60 
Main II & Start in series 136.0 6.34 649 8.60 
Mains. ( I & II in paralle 1) 
in series with Start 103.0 6.08 487 6080 

Reactance of 145 microfarad capacitor at 60-cycle s = 18 .3 ohms 

a a _ number of effective ·turns on start winding _ 1.165 
- number of effective turns on main _winding. -

308 4.3 
3.9 4.3 

9.? 8.8 

2.6 . 2.1 

3.9 2.7 

766 ?.O 
7.6 ?.O 

6.4 5o3 

C}1 

CJI 
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Table VII· 

Dynamometer test for motor and generator action of a 
i-hp, 1725-rpm, 115/230-volt, 60-cycle, single-phase, 
capacitor-start, induction machine. 

115-volt uonnection 
(115-volts, 60-crcles a~elie£l 

Power 
Ela ct. Power factor Torque Speed Mech. 

Current J20W6 r factor angle lb.-ft. rem Power 
input 

31.8° 
output 

9.90 96'7 0.850 1.85 1510 398 
8.00 '785 0.854 31.4° l.'75 1600 398. 
6.35 611 0.835 33.4° 1.50 1670 356 
5.20. 483 0.807 36 .2° 1.25 1700 301 
4.33 389 0.781 38.5° 1.00 1720 243 
3.74 307 0.715 44 .4° 0.'75 1740 186 
3.32 237 0.622 51.5° 0.50 1'760 125 
2.95 165 0.486 60 .9° 0.25 1780 63 
2.77 113 0.354 69.3° 0.075 1790 19 

'75 .3° 
input 

2.71 79 0.253 0.00 1795 0 
2.70 42 0.135 82.3° -0.15 1800 - 38 
2.73 0 0.0 90 .o0 -0.375 1810 - 97 

output 
96 .o0 2.82 - 34; -0.105 -0.50 1815 -129 

3.30 -14:5 -0 .381 112 0 4° -1.00 1830 -260 
3 0 67 -196 -0.454 117.6° -1.25 1840 -327 
4.10 -25~ -0.533 122.2° -1.50 1855 -396 
4.45 -299 -0.578 125.2° -1.75 1870 -465 
4.90 -346 -0 0 615 127.9° -2.00 1880 -534 
5.40 -390 -0.632 129.2° -2.·25 1890 -604 
5.85 -432 -0.642 130.o0 -2.50 1895 -675 
6.20 -464 -0.650 130.5° -2.75 1900 -'742 
6.60 -496 -0.653 130.7° -2.96 1910 -800 
7.20 -548 -0.662 131.4° -3.30 1920 -900 
7.60 -582 -0.665 131.6° -3.40 1935 -955 
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Table VIII 

Saturation tests on a Robbins and My'@rB 
i-hp, 1725-rpm, 115/230-volt, 60-cycle, 
single-phase, capacitor-start induction 

motor 

115-volt connection (Main I & II in paralle 1) 

(a) ( b) 
Motor (No-loadl · ___ Generator_(60-c,y:c_J;es) 

Volts Current 
v1 per 
um _Watts __ Volts . Current 

v1 per 
r mg_ ____ c _ 

50 lo07 000280 24 55 lol3 000306 49 
60 1.27 000330 30 63 lo28 000350 50 
70 lo50 000390 37 69 lo44 000384 51 
80 lo72 000444 44 76 lo60 000422 52 
85 lo85 000472 49 85 io83 000472 53 
90 2o00 000500 54 90 lo97 000500 54 
95 2 .10 000528 59 95 2oll 000528 55 

100 :2o25 000556 65 102 2o24 000567 56 
105 2o38 000584 70 105 2o45 000584 57 
110 2o55 000610 77 109 2o50 000606 58 
115. 2o70 000640 85 113 2o70 000629 59 
120 2o90 000677 93 117. 2.85 000650 60 
125 3.10 000695 104 120 2o98 000666 61 
130 3o30 000720 114 122 3o07 Oo06?8 62 
135 3o54 000750 126 126 3ol9 000700 63 

127 3o30 000706 65 
134 3o62 Oo0?45 67 
143 4ol0 000795 70 
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Table IX 

Saturation tests on a Robbins and My,-rs 
. t-hp, 1725-rp.m, 115/230-volt, 60-cycle, 

single-phase, capacitor-start induction 
.motor 

115-volt main winding in series with the start winding 

(a) ( b} 
Motor (No-load) Generator (60-ciclesl___ 

Volts Current 
v1 per 
r,E!g_ ___ wa t t ~-Y ol t §. 

v1 per· . 
Current__rE!E, C 

89 083 000495 34 130 1.20 0.0?22 23 
100 .91 0.0556 38 152 1.43 000845 24 
120 1.09 0.0667 48 168 1.60 000935 25 
140 1.30 0.0778 60 184 1.90 0.1022 26 
160 1.52 0.0890 77 194 2.05 Ool079 27 
180 1.78 0.1000 97 203 2.24 0.1130 28 

.193 1.9? 001072 112 210 2.40 0.1169 29 
200 2.07 0.,1112 123 220 2 .61 0.1222 30 
220 2.46 0.1222 160 226 2.79 0.1256 31 
240 ·2.92 0.1333 206 232 2.95 0.1290 32 

238 3.12 0.1322 33 
243 3.25 001350 34 
248 3.45 0.1379 35 
251 3.58 0.1397 36 
254 3.?5 0.1412 3? 
258 3.90 0.1424 38 

60 
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Therefore the total effe eti ve .number of turns will be t.p.a same 

as for the 115-volt connect ion, but the effe cti va resistance 

and reactance of the circuit will be somewhat graatero 

Since the main and start windings are in space quadrature, 

the generated voltage of the two windings are in time quadrature o 

If the air-gap flux is constant, the generated voltage of each 

winding is proportional to the effective number of turns in the 

winding. The magnitude of the generated voltage of the two 

windings connected in seria s is therefore equal to the square 

root of the sum of the squares of the main winding generated 

voltageo The effective number of turns of the two windings in 

series bears this same relationship to the effective turns of 

individual windings. For the maconine tested, the series con

nection has 

-l(?.-4o5f+ (,86 .. 8) 2 :::::;: 114.4 effective turnso 
. . ~ - "' 

The voltage of the two windings in series may be expressed in 

terms of the main winding voltage alone by means of the ratio 

pf effective turns if the two windings: 

a' _ start-winding effective turns ...,.. 1s · {4?) 
_ - main-winding effective turns- - Ej;i 

l(lo+s) := +~+ E! = EMvl~~ 
2 

:EM1l+(a' )2 (48) 

When the same magma tizing current flows through the two . 

windings, the effeetive mmf is also greater than the mmf of the 

main winding alone by the factor 'iJ'1+(a' )2 o Therefore it is 

possible-to calculate the saturation curve for ths·sories 
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connections of .main and .start .. windings from· the no-load saturat

ion cµrveof' the main winding alone • 

. a' ::= 86.8 = 1.165 ; ,j·1+(1.1_ 65) 2 = 1.548 
'74.5 

From the no-load motor data of Table VIII (a) the current at 

115 volts is 2.'7 amperes. A corresponding point on the satu

ration curve for the series connection is then 

1.548 x 115 = 178 volts 

2 • 7 / 1. 548 - 1 • 7 5 ampe re s 

:f.\lote that an actual test with the series connection gave 1.78 

a~pe~e s at· 180 vol ts (Table IX). 
"~. 1"' 

When the winding data are not available, the approximate 

vaiue of a' may be obtained from the motor no-load saturation 

· test if the generated voltage of the start winding is measured. 

The value of a' is approximately the generated voltage of the 

·start wind.ing divided by the applied voltage on the main 
. . . . . 

. ·_winding_. 

To use the method for predicting generator characteristics 

·which :1s S.hown in Chapter II, equations (31) through (46) ,. the 
' . 

saturation curves of Tables VIII and IX are plotted as V 1/n 

'- v_~rsus I 1 in Fi.g. 26. 

An example .showing the use of these curves follows. A 

.calculatioli bf the voltage, current, and torque for a speed of 

· 1800 rpm and a: capacitance of 35 mierofarads placed across the 
. . 

terminalf3 of the 115-volt main winding in series with the start 

. winding< w_ill l;)e. made 0 
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vl 27r X 
2 10-6 

I 0 4 X (18001 X 35 X - .......... - -C n 120 

I - !l 0 (23.7) -·c n 

This straight line is plotted on Fig. 26 and intersects the no

load saturati.on curve at tht point v1/n: .134, I= 3o2o 

The . v·ol tage . is then 241 vol~ s at 1800 rpmo The input for 

this voltage and frequency is obtained from Figo 25 and is 210 

watts.· The torque re quired to. supply this power at 1800 rpm is 

T .1:: L_04 X 210 = Oo83 lb.ft. 
· .1800 

Table IX (b) shows that during the actual test of gentarator 

action, 34 U..f were re quired to generate 243 volts at 1800 rpm. 

After the motor tests were completed, the machine was 

eonnect!ild as shown in Fig. 27. A capacitor bank rated at 600 

volts and variable in one microfarad steps from zero th 186 

microfarads was used~ 

MIii# 

1Z 

. 0-1-z..;..5 
AMPS 

300 VDLrS 

, Fig~ 27 
.Conne cticm, of a single-phase induction machine for 

steady-state, self-excited generator characteristics 
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The rotor was driven at 1800 rpm by. a t~hp, 1800 rpm, 115-

volt, d-c dynamometer. With the value of capacitance at zero 

(open-circuit}, the voltage due to residual magnetism was 

measured and found to be 0.75 volts (rms). A cathode-ray oscil

loscope was used to view the wave shape of the residual voltage. 

No departure from a true sine shape was noticeable. When the 

winding was shorted for a moment and· subsequently opened, the 

residual voltage decreased to 0.5 volt. A repetition of the 

shorting procedure did not appreciably reduce the residual 

voltage. 

To explore the conditions which allow an induction machine 

to build up its own voltage and become a self-excited generator, 

the following procedure was used. The rotor was driven at 1800 

rpm a.nd the capacitance of the variable capacitor shown in Fig. 

27 was increased in small steps. Table X shows the effect of 

the added capacitance upon the terminal voltage of the machine 

before and after the critical value of capacitance was reached. 

The build-up is si,rnilar to that of a self-excited, direct-current 

genEllrator. It was found that considerably more capacitance was 

required to cause the machine to build-up than was required to 

maintain stable operation. The exact amount required for build

up seemed to depend upon the previous conditions of machine 

operation. 

· The minimum value of capacitance at which generation was 

maintained was fairly definite for a particular speed. It was 

. approximately the value which produced a straight line 



Table X 

Voltage build~up of a Robbins and.Myers 
i-hp, 1?25-rpm, 115/230-volt, 60-cycle, 
jingle-phase, capacitor-start, induction 
motor, operating as a capacitor-excited 

generator 

Rotor Speed 

Before build-up 

1800 rpm 

After build-up 

Capacitance 
(microfarads) 

Voltage Capacitance Voltage 
_l~r~m_s ___ ) __ ~__.(~m~i.crofa~r_ad~s~)--~--.Ji~r=m=s~)--

0 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
65 

0.50 65 ~12? 
0.56 60 11? 
0.62 55 95 
0.69 50 63 
0.?5 49 55 
0.86 48 broke down 
0.9? 
1016 
1.33 
1.63 
2 .15 
3.00 
3.?5 

built-up· 
12?.00 

67 



EquB:_tion (38LJ coincident with tha air-gap lins of the motor 

saturation curve. 'l'his could be referred to as the "critical 

capacitive reactance line" for the self-excited induction 

generator just as the air-gap line is referred to as the 

"critical field resistance line" of a self-excited, direct-

current genera tor. 

68 

The lines indicating the critical X0 for the 115-volt main 

winding alone and for the connection of the 115-volt main wind-

ing in series with the start winding are shown on Figs. 24 and 

25 respectively. On Fig. 26, the dotted line shows the react

ance line for a 145 microfarad capacitor at 1800 rpm (60,Jcyales 

per second) • This is the value of capacitance which is in 

series with the start winding to provide the de sired starting 

torque as a motor (F1g •. 22 (b) and ( cLJ • It is also effective 

as excitation for generator action with the main and start 

windings in series during deceleration of the machine after it 

has been disconnected from a source of electric power. Tests 

were made to determine the steady-state generator characteristic 

for this connection using the circuit shown in Fig. 28. 

0-1-z-s 
amp.s 

0-/50 
3()<J volf.s 

~ .5,Al<.'T ~ --~~---'-~<_.-------------~---~--i ' 
Fig. 28 

Qonnection diagram for obtaining 
ste.ady-state genera tor characteristic 

BJ.ACK 
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The steady-state operating,point at 1800 rpm with 145 mi

erofarads can be found by extending the straight line and the 

upper magnetization curve on Fig. 26 to the intersection. 

Equation (42} shows that the slope of the straight line varies 

inversely as the square of the speed. Therefore the minimum 

speed at which generation will be maintained with 145 micro

farads is that value which gives a re actance line co incident 

with the air-gap line on F,ig. 26. For the machine tested, this 

critical speed was calculated to be 730 rpm. A tabulation of 

the results of the steady-state generator characteristics at 

1800 rpm is shown in Tables VIII (b) and IX (b). A plot of 

these data is shown on Figs. 24, 25, and 26. 

A magnetic oscillograph was used to re cord the instantane

ous v~lues of current and voltage for several conditions of 

generator operation. 

Oscillogram #1 show.s the build-up of voltage and current 

in the circuit of Fig~ 28 when the speed was approximately 1800 

rpm and the capacitance was 34 microfarads. A 60-cycle timing 

wave appears on the lower edge of each oscillogram. In approx

imately one-half second after the switch was closed the current 

reached a steady-state value of 3o32 amperss (rms)o 

Oscillogram /12 shows the steady-state, current and voltage 

at a sp,uad of 1~00 rpm and a ca,pacitance of 27 microfarads. The 

affective currept was 2.0 amperes and the voltage was 183 volts. 

Oscillograµi #3, shows the s~eady-state current and voltage 

at a speed of 1400 rpm and a capacitance of 49 microfaradso The 

currant and voltage were 2.5 amperes and 165 volts respectively. 



(a) • 

( b} 

Rotor speea·- 1800 rpm~, Capacitance: 34 m.icrofaradso 
(a) Current - Steady-state valuej 3o32 amperes (rms) or 4o7 amperes (peak)o 
(b) Voltage - Steady-state value, 238 volts (rms} or 336 volts (peak). 
(c} Timing wave: 60 cycles per second; Film speed - 13.9 inches persecondo 

..• , a , A A -A A A A A A1 
I 
l 
1 

~--
(c) 

A A A A ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Oscillogram #1: Build-up of a self-excited induction generatoro 1/4-hpo, 
1750-rpm, 115/23o~volt 1 60-cycle, single-phase, capacitor-start, Robbins 
and Myers, induction motoro 

-'1 
0 



(a) 

( b ) 

(c) 

( b ) 

( C) 

j 

O.scillogram #2: Single-phase induct ion genera tor o 

Rotor speed - 1800 rpm; Capacitance - 27 microfarads 
Strady-state (a) current.- 2o0 amperes (rms), 
(b) voltage - 183 volts (rms), (c) film speed - 28o7 
inches per second. 

A .. · A A >A . A · A · ·· f. . 1·"; . · ·. r, -,· ·. i" . .. · ., ., · r, · n · ·-I.·\ · r 1 , \ -r ,. · ·. / · - .1 ., - ·· -t .· 
Oscillogram #3: . Sing'le-phase '1.nduction' ge.tieratoro 
Rotor speed - 1400 rpm; Capacitance - 49 microfarads 
Steady-state (a} current - 2 .. 5 amperes (rms) 9 

(b) voltage~ 162 volts (rms), (c) film speed= 28o7 
inches per secondo 
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Oscillograms #4 and #5 were obtained to show the conditions 

of generation during deceleration of the machine. 'l'he circuit 

of fig. 29 was used. 

/15 V 
60N 

"'-·· SPOT 

centr1fvqal 
switch 

14-5 
--uf 

Fig. 29 
Connection diagram for obtaining 

deceleration trantient of generator action 

The procedure for the test was as follows: The single-

pole, double-throw switch was closed to energize the motor, and 

the rotor was allowed to accelerate to normal no-load speed. 

The centrifugal switch opened at 1200 rpm and disconnected the 

start winding from the line. Next, the voltage was removed 

from the motor by opening the SPD'I1 switch. In less than one 

second the switch was closed in the opposite posi.tion, complet

ing a circuit from the capacitor to the main winding. This com-

plated a circuit for generator action; the main winding in 

series with the start winding with the capacitor across the 

terminals for excitation. 11he oscillographic film was started 

i.mnlediatsly before the SPOT switch was closed to complet& the 

generator circuit. The voltage and current built up rapidly 



{a.) 

{ b) 
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i1 A 

Oscillogram #4: Generator action during deceleration of a 
!-hp, 115/230-volt, single-phase, capaciter-start induction 
motor. No-load rotor speed - 1795 rpm, capacitance - 145 
microfarads {electrolytic}. {a) current - 7ol amperes (peak), 
Jb) volj,_age - 178 volts (peak), (c)_ f_ilm speed - _9o05 inches 
pe:r; Secondo 

.. A "-~~ ~ a,· (a)~.••~·--·-· •• ...,...., __ ,... ____________ ~,7~~'-'~-#~.~~us • 

(o) I I , ; , ' \ • 1 I \ \ i I \ ~ I A. ~. ~ ~ ·. 

Oscillogram #5: Deceleration transient as in Oscillogram 
#4 except (a) current was applied to oscillograph element 
by means of centrifugal switch "out-back" operati®n .. 

I 
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reaching a maximum {peak) of 1?8 vol ts in approximately O o2 

secondso The rotor dec~lerated rapidly and, because of the 

lowering speed, the voltage began to decreaseo One-half second 

afterathe switch was closed, the speed had dropped from approx

imately 1700 rpm to less than 600 rpm. Generator action con

tinued at low amplitude even beyond this point. 

In oscillogram :/15, the current element was connected Jn 

series with the centrifugal switch so that the time of "cu.t-

back" was recordedo The oscillogram shows that the speed de

creased from 1?00 rpm to 1000 rpm in one-third of a secondo 

The load characteristics of generator action of the 115-

volt main winding operating at constant frequency was obtainedo 

The circu.it shown .in l"igo 30 was used for the. load test. A 

slide-wire resistor wound on a porcelain tubular form wa.s us, d 

as a loado The inductive reactance of the resistor at 60 cps 

was approximately two per cent of the resistance o 

· Sw, 

C I 11 

;E'ig O 30 
Circuit diagram.for generator load test 
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The rotor was driven at a speed required to maintain a 

frequency of 60 cps. The capacitance was adjusted to give 115 

volts at no-load. Load was added by closing the switch to the 

resistor. The capacitance was readjusted to maintain 115 volts 

at the load. Readings of load current, main winding current, 

capacitance, and rotor speed were recorded for several points 

between no load and 1.9 amperes load current. Table XI (a} 

shows data from the test. Fig. 31 (a) is a plot of capacitance 

and main winding current versus load current. 

A second load test was run to show voltage regulation with 

constant capacitance. The capacitor was adjusted to give 115 

volts at no-load. Load was added in steps, and reading of load 

current, main winding current, terminal voltage and rotor speed 

were recorded. Table XI (b) shows data from this test. Fig. 

31 (b) is a plot of termirial voltage and main winding current 

versus load current from no-load to break-down. The character

istic is very similar to that of a differentially compounded d-'c 

genera tor. 



Table XI 

Load characteristic of a ;-hp, 1?·25-rpm, 
115/230-volt, 60-cycle, single-phase, Robbins 
and Myers capacitor-start motor, operated as 
a self-excited generator. 

(a) 
Rotor driven at speed necessary to maintain a frequency 

of 60 cycles per secondo Voltage maintained at 115 volts by 
varying capacitanceo 

Current in M~in wdgo Rotor 
load reso current Capacitance spa ed 

(amps) (amps) (l.{ f} lrp) 

OoOO 2~?5 59 1800+ 
0~46 2~80 61 1810 
0~90 3o05 66 1830 
lo64 3o50 ?4 1840 
lo90 3o80 ?7 1850 

(b) 
Rotor driven at speed necessary to maintain a frequency 

of 60 cycles per secondo Capacitan,ee(59t.<f) adjusted to give 
rat~d voltage (115v) at no-loado 

· Current in Main wdg. Main wdg. Rotor 
load reso current vo 1 tage speed 

(amps) ( am12s) _ivolts) (rQm) 

OoOO 2o75 115 1800+ 
Oo .. 20 2.62 111 1805 

· Oo36 2.50 106 1810 
0.50 2o3l 99 1810 
0.60 2.15 90 1810 
Oo?O lo91 80 1810 
Oo72 1 .85; '75 1810 
Oo74 lo60 60 1830 
Oo60 1.27 47 1830 

?6 
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Conclusions 

In general, both polyphase and single-phase induction gen

erators have characteristics that may be determined by analysis 

of the equivalent circuit obtained from standard no-load, 

blocked-rotor and resistance testso When operating in parallel 

with a system of controlled voltage and frequency, its perform

ance may be predicted by using negative values of slip in the 

equivalent circuito Since all excitation must be supplied from 

the line, it will not contunue to generate if the connection to 

the line is brokeno The load and the power factor is uniquely 

determined by the internal characteristic of the machine and the 

slip o 

Both polyphase and single-phase induction machines can be 

excited by means of static capacitorso Practical applications 

of capacitor-excited induction generators as steady-state power 

sources have not been made to any great extanto However, self

excited induction generator characteristics are important in 

some trantient conditionso These characteristics also can be 

determined from the no-load, blocked-rotor, and resistance tests 

using the method described in this thesiso 

A great percentage of single=phasa, capacitor-start motors 

have a capacitor of sufficient size to cause self-excitation 

during deceleration after the machine has been disconnected from 

the electric power sourceo Voltage across the capacitor due to 

generator action may rise to more than twice the voltage applied 



during the normal starting cycleo The value of the generated 

voltaga is a function of the saturation curve of the machine, 

the capacitance, and the rotor speedo 

?9 

This study of the single-phase induction generator has 

shown some rath•r interesting and little-known characteristics 

of -an important and versatile electric machine o It has also 

shown that other studie~ are necessary to fully understand and 

apply some of the characteristics of_ the machine o Re.cent ad

vancements in control de'vice s for voltage, frequency and speed 

may open_ the way for application of the self-excited induction 

generator as a constant voltage, constant frequency, power 

source o 

It is hoped that the information in this thesis will be 
I 

helpful to tnose who are interested in the ·problem of induction 

generation o 

\ .. 
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List of Symbols 

a ratio of transformation between rotor and stator windings 

a' ratio of effective number of turns between the main and 
start windings of a single-phase motor 

cps cycles per second 

C capacitance of capacitor in farads 

• instantaneous generated voltage 

E1 rms volts/phase induced in stator winding 

E2 rms volts/phase induced in rotor winding at .standstill 

E2 rms volts/phase in rotor in terms of stator 

f 1 stator frequency in cycles per second 

f 2 rotor frequency in cycles per second 

f "a function of" 

F force cin a conductor carrying current 

i instantaneous current 

i current in rotor conductor 
r 

I 1 rms amperes/phase stator current 

I rms amperes/phase rotor current 
.2 
I' rms amperes/phase rotor current in terms of stator 

2 
I rms amperes through the capacitor 

C 

Ibl rms amperes/phase blocked rotor current 

Ih+e rms amperes/phase iron loss component of stator current 

Im vector sum of I¢ and Ih+e 

I¢ rms amperes/phase magnetizing current 

.Jl. moment of inertia of the rotor about the axis of rotation 

K stator winding distribution factor 
d.1 



n 

ns 

n2 

Nl 

N2 

P1 

P2 

Fdev 

rpm 

rms 

s 

t 

T 

V 

X 

rotor winding distribution factor 

stator winding pitch factor 

rotor winding pitch factor 

henrys per phase leakagi rotor leakage inductance 

speed of rotor in revolutions per minute 

synchronous spead {rpm) ,,, 

speed of revolving magnetic field with respect to rotor 

series turns per phase on the stator winding 

series turns per phase on the rotor winding 

number of poles on stator 

number of poles on rotor 

81 

electro-magnetic power in watts converted into mechanical 
form 

revolutions per minute 

root mean square 

resistance in which iron loss is dissipated 

ohms per phase effective resistance of stator winding 

ohms par phase effective resistanc& of rotor winding 

ohms per phasi ef:f'e cti ve resistance of rotor winding in 
tarms of the stator 

slip 

time 

torque in pound-feet 

velocity 

appli11d voltage (rms) per phase 

distance (variable) 

ohms per phase leakage reactance of stator winding at 
rated frequency f 1 



X 
2 

X' 2 

X 
C 

¢ 

ohms per phase leakage reactance of rotor winding at 
frequency f 1 

ohms per phase leakage reactance of rotor winding at 
frequency f in terms of the stator 

1 
capacitive reactance of capacitor 

ohms per phase magnetizing reactancs 

ohms per phase rotor inpedance at standstill 

angular acceleration 

flux density 

base of natural logrithm, 2a?l83 

rotor power factor angle 

301416 

instantaneous flux in the air gap 

¢max maximum air-gap flux linking a full pitch turn 

', stator pole pitch 

()) angular velocity, radians/second 

~ equals approximately 

oC varies directly as 

j -v=i,imaginary quantity (rotational operator) 

c::,,0 infinity 
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